Innovation at the borders
Best-practice immigration processes and state-of-the-art technologies can cut the bottlenecks.

Air passengers traffic will double between 2012 and 2030. Source: Airports Council International (ACI)

Queues are getting longer...

- Automatic Document Verification with biometrics as an option
- Automatic links with INTERPOL stolen document database
- Automatic Border Gates
- Mobile Verification
- On-line Visa service

Lost & stolen travel documents in Interpol database in February 2014: 40 million

25% of all passports are electronic in 2013. 53% will be electronic in 2017.

102 countries are issuing ePassports. 500 million are in circulation early 2014. Source: ICAO
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65% of passengers concerned over information security and privacy. Source: AMADEUS 2012
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…yet security must not be compromised

Gemalto - security to be free